ORGANIZING DATA?
Get the transparency,
quality and easy user
interface you need
Drag and Drop Changes
Drag and Drop Advanced Analytics

For many years, Microsoft® Office Excel spreadsheet program has been the “go-to” tool for data analysis.
It is nimble. It is easy to decipher. Analysts throw numbers in; charts come out. Formulas are written;
analytical results are reported. This process works very well until the data sets get bigger than what
Excel can handle. Further complicating matters is the need for those bigger, multi-sourced datasets to go
through a periodic refresh following a fixed set of rules. At this point, the process gets out of control.
Organizing data should not be so diﬃcult and stressful for analytical personnel when the
solution seems so simple: A visible data process allows for adjustments and enables analytics most
suitable for the business needs of the time.
KMK Data Services Powered By Alteryx suite may just be the answer to provide the transparency and
ﬂexibility needed while cutting the time analysts spend on organizing data in half.

Cut an analyst’s time in half for organizing data.
CHALLENGES FACED IN ORGANIZING
TODAY’S MAINSTREAM DATA

How does leveraging KMK’s Data Services Powered
By Alteryx resolve data organization challenges?

Across the board, analysts are frustrated with data
organizing processes, but even more so in the
pharmaceutical and life sciences industry, given the
various sources and granularity of datasets. The primary
reasons for this frustration are:

1. Visibility? Data Services Workﬂow Powered By Alteryx
allows full visibility via a transparent code-free and
code-friendly environment suitable for a wide user base.

1. Lack of visibility. Data processes are deployed as
if they are in black boxes either due to technical
challenges, complex rules during setups, or a tedious
management structure which also limits ownership
transitions at a later time.
2. Lack of quality assurance. The feeling of being
out-of-control comes from layers of business rules
embedded in the data processes, thereby limiting
not only analysts’ judgements on estimating potential
impacts, but also the tools to validate analytical
results while undergoing data changes.
3. Time consuming changes. When analyses call for a
new data source or current BI needs a new KPI, analysts
sometimes must settle for a less than ideal option
because it takes too much time and/or cost to do it
“properly.” This discourages the launch of new advanced
analytics which can materially impact business in a
positive way.

Statistics show that roughly 60% of pharmaceutical
managers now work with more than ﬁve data sources
simultaneously. The integration of the data poses one
of the biggest challenges due to its complexity and
criticality. Ideally, the individual who understands the
nitty-gritty of the data and has a good knowledge of the
healthcare dynamics of the disease status, should have
the most input into this integration process. In this case,
this individual is usually the pharmaceutical manager.
With Data Services Workﬂow Powered By Alteryx, a
visible data ETL process enables the pharmaceutical
manager to easily view which ﬁelds from each input
source are being pulled, with or without tampering; and
which ﬁelds or rules were used for merging the data.
One might add or remove a ﬁeld from integration
through a click on a checkbox. Or if desired, one might
use a combo of SQL and R codes to achieve the same,
or more, on this very platform.
These user-friendly functions allow pharmaceutical
managers to get more engaged during the initial setup,
leading to beneﬁts in the long-term maintenance of the
data processes. This transparent data process could
make transition of data processes possible among the
in-house team, oﬀshore team, or external vendors.
Leveraging on-shore, oﬀshore or external vendor
resources is a strategic decision which may change
pending what makes most business sense at the time.
No matter how good the documentation may be,
transitioning a data process usually takes more time
and resources than to rebuild from scratch. This is what
usually happens when a corporate business model
changes. Now, however, when leveraging KMK’s Data
Services Powered By Alteryx, all that needs to be
transferred is a “workﬂow ﬁle.” Double click and you’re
done.

2. Quality? Data Services Powered By Alteryx allows full
visualization exposing all embedded business rules with
pre-built QC steps.
While analysts enjoy the instant exposure of business
insights enabled by the visualization of data, there has
not been much work on visualizing the data processes
until recently. There may be a few-hundred page data
dictionary document, which is rarely opened. Also,
because the document is so long, it can be hard to
obtain a high-level view of what is going on. To make
matters worse, data processes are often intertwined
and cross referenced. Lastly, much has been added
over time to change the data and processes. All of this
makes validating the data processes nearly impossible.
Only a few may claim that they know their data inside
and out; that all processes are logical and feed into
the analyses with no error. It could take days of
investigation to justify the gap between the sales ﬁgures
in the executive report versus the ﬁnance ﬁgures. Or
worse, one could realize the cohorts used on data to
set sales goal diﬀers from the incentive compensation
crediting universe.
These worrisome situations can be largely alleviated if
pharmaceutical managers could peep into the data
processes. Most data quality issues lie in the lack of
means to validation. Once analysts are enabled to
visually diagnose data, it will be much easier to pinpoint
the underlying issues, such as data merged at wrong
step or exclusions were not correctly applied. A good
data process solution should equip the pharmaceutical
managers the power to speak truth to data.

3. Changes? Data Services Powered By Alteryx takes
hours instead of weeks to carry out.
Pharmaceutical managers often feel powerless when
a seemingly simple change takes two weeks to apply.
Meetings are held with the data vendor, data analyst,
system admin, IT, external consultant, etc. It feels like
the time spent on bringing everyone on board is
longer than what it takes to get it done, not to
mention the risk of information lost in communication.
The solution here is simple. We need an accessible
user-friendly environment that accepts changes made
by users and is able to test and carry out to the end
output on the ﬂy.
With Data Services Powered By Alteryx users achieve
accumulated knowledge of the data processes via its
transparent and visualized interface, thereby making
changes such as altering KPI calculations or reporting
on a new data source “DIY”-able.
Furthermore, when properly set up, the integrated
analytics modules allow the launch of such advanced
analytics as time series forecasting, promotion response
regression, machine learning targeting and many more
via drag and drop. Validated analytical insights can be
consistently delivered to the business in a timely
manner due to the systems transparency.

A comparison of data process comprehension. Would you prefer Visualized or Code?

The KMK Data Services Powered by Alteryx Process

A fraction of SAS Code for the same process

WITH KMK DATA SERVICES POWERED BY ALTERYX™ YOU CAN:


Work with a transparent visualized code free environment



Follow step-by-step data processes and corresponding business rules making changes via drag and drop.



Set up from scratch



Convert from current processes



Grab data from multiple network locations or CRM



Insert new MDM rules



Feed data to another BI platform



Build simple or advanced statistical modeling to any intermediate data outputs within the processes



Bring data processing in-house from the vendor or vice versa

SAMPLE FLOW
Full transparency, code-free environment,
suitable for wide power use base

Black box data management operations
Quality challenge, hidden business rules layers,
takes tremendous time to make a change
Just to retrieve some info, involves a
zillion stakeholders with different titles

Data Services
Workflow
Powered
By Alteryx

Case Study 1: Process drives high level impact analysis
A pharmaceutical client recently deployed KMK Data
Services Powered By Alteryx™ to undergo a retail data
restatement from the data vendor. This created a short
term spike on ad-hoc analytics needs from the marketing
analytics and sales operations teams, which under normal
analytic methods, could have proved a significant burden.
Fortunately, leveraging the recently built data services
platform, the analytics team was able to load the ad-hoc
pre-view retail data in a few hours and generated high
level impact analysis without aid from other business units
or vendor.

See the data rules at each step to pinpoint questionable processes
and to make enhancements with or without a partner
Single-point ownership; in/outsource, on/off-shore transitions at will

As a result, the marketing team was able to estimate
managed care impact before and after the restatement as
well as using predictive modeling on the platform to adjust
the sales forecast for the next quarter. Meanwhile, the sales
operations team was testing potential bias introduced to
incentive compensation and assessing adjustments to sales
goals set for the following quarter.
The timeliness of the insights provided by the brand team as a
result of this analytic process was congratulated by the senior
leadership team and the analytics team was able to quickly
and easily bring results while maintaining a high level of
autonomy.

When organizing data, it all comes down to how much visibility there is to power the next move.

Choose KMK Data Services Powered by Alteryx for your next move.

See your data. Save your time. Enable more analytics.
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